
Professional Dictation, 
Simpli�ed. 
 Record your voice and manage dictation  work�ow with 
enhanced  clar ity and increased �exibility  in any 
environment  

With advanced features including WiFi technology, a superior noise canceling 
system, and enhanced structural integrity, the DS-9500 will simplify your 
work�ow and  improve dictation management e�ciency . WiFi capability enables  
you to send dictation immediately to your transcriptionist without a USB cord, 
docking station, or computer.  Intelligent dual microphones control the 
directionality to keep the focus on the person dictating and suppress ambient 
noise in o�ces, hospitals, cars, airports , and other noisy environments. A triple 
layer studio quality �lter ensures accurate voice capture while reducing 
unwanted sounds  including breath “pops” and wind vibrations. This ensures 
superior accuracy and enhanced work�ow e�ciency.

Encapsulated in a 1.5 -meter (4.9-ft) shockproof body and equipped with an 
optical slide switch, the DS-9500 is designed to be a strongand dependable 
workhorse in heavy use environments. Complete with 256bit AES encryption 
and device pin lock, the DS-9500 provides trusted security for your most 
sensitive information.

FEATURES
•  WiFi compatible for immediate �le

sharing with transcriptionist

•  Intelligent dual microphones suppress
unwanted background noise

•  Triple-layer sound studio pop �lter
blocks breath and wind vibrations

•  Certi�ed up to 1.5 meter (4.9-ft)
shockproof body

•  Alcohol wipe resistant body

•  256 bit �le encryption with DSS
Pro audio codec

•  Directional stereo recordingoptimized
for conference settings

•  Olympus Dictation Management
System Release 7 software included 

DS-9500 Digital Recorder
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DS-9500 Digital Recorder
Olympus Professional dictation device providing increased
work�ow simplicity through WiFi connectibility, intelligent
dual microphone noise cancellation technology, and 
impact resistant certi�cation up to 1.5 meters (4.9 ft). 

DS-9500 Digital Recorder

WIFI COMPATIBILITY AND LAN CONNECTOR INCLUDED

provides increased �exibility and improved e�ciency. Pairing with your  
personal hotspot or o�ce network provides real-time �le sharing with your 
transcriptionist. Status of transcription �les can easily be checked on  
the DS-9500. 

Intelligent dual microphone technology ensures  optimization for many di�erent 
recording environments.  For example, in a noisy environment such 
as an airport, use narrow directionality to ensure the voice is accurately 
captured. For conference rooms  when multiple individuals are speaking, use  
a wide directionality recording setting to accurately capture all presenters. 

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY STUDIO RECORDING BUILT-IN

An included studio quality pop �lter reduces additional noise from wind and breath 
noise,  enabling more accurate transcription and professional, high quality
recordings. 

SHOCK PROOF BODY IMPROVES LONGEVITY 

A reliable body design resistant up to a 1.5- meter (4.9-ft) fall dramatically 
enhances the lifespan of the DS-9500 in heavy use environments. An optical slide 
switch reduces the risk of mechanical failure.

Managing work�ow and sending dictation via WiFi accessibility

CRYSTAL CLEAR VOICE IN ANY ENVIRONMENT USING INTELLIGENT
DUAL MICROPHONES

Contact an authorized Olympus professional audio dealer for a quote tailored to your specific needs.
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